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Abstract

For any commutative ring R, we introduce a group attached to R, the
Brauer-Galois group of R, defined to be the subgroup of the Brauer group of R
consisting of the classes of the Azumaya R-algebras which can be represented,
via Brauer equivalence, by a Galois extension of R. We compute this group
for some particular commutative rings.

Introduction.

Galois extensions of noncommutative rings were introduced in 1964 by Teruo Kan-
zaki [13]. These algebraic objects generalize to noncommutative rings the classical
Galois extensions of fields and the Galois extensions of commutative rings due to
Auslander and Goldman [1]. At the same time they also turn out to be fundamental
examples of Hopf-Galois extensions; these were first considered by Kreimer-Takeuchi
[18] as a noncommutative analogue of the torsors in algebraic geometry. Since Ga-
lois extensions are separable (Corollary 2.4) and since the class of central Galois
extensions ψ : R −→ S over a fixed commutative ground ring R behaves well under
tensor product (Theorem 3.1), we may introduce a subgroup of the Brauer group
of R, that we designate by Brauer-Galois group of R. The purpose of the present
paper is to compute this object in some particular cases.
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First of all, we need to recall the definitions and collect some basic properties
of Galois extensions. This is done in section 1. In the second part, we investigate
particular ring extensions such as centralizing, Galois-Azumaya, Frobenius or sepa-
rable extensions. We observe that Galois extensions are Frobenius and deduce from
this fact that there exists a quantum object, called R-matrix, which is in a natural
way attached to any Galois-Azumaya extension ψ. Therefore ψ gives rise, for any
n ≥ 2, to a representation of the braid groups Bn (§ 2.3). The quaternion algebras
furnish an important family of examples of Galois-Azumaya extensions over their
centre. We show that the “n’th power norm residue algebras” — a generalization of
quaternion algebras originate from Class Field Theory — are also Galois-Azumaya
extensions over their centre (Theorem 2.11). In the last section, we prove that the
category of centralizing Galois extensions over a fixed ground ring R is stable under
tensor product (Theorem 3.1). This property enables us to introduce BrGal(R), the
Brauer-Galois group of a commutative ring R: it is the subgroup of the Brauer
group of R consisting of those classes ξ ∈ Br(R) for which there exists a finite group
G and a G-Galois-Azumaya extension ψ : R −→ S, such that ξ is equal to the class
[S] of S modulo stable isomorphisms. The computation of this object is in general
at least as difficult as the determination of the classical Brauer group is. However,
when n is a positive integer and the ring R is a field F with some arithmetic con-
ditions with respect to n satisfied, we may use results by Merkurjev and Suslin in
order to identify the n-torsion of BrGal(F ) with that of Br(F ) (Theorem 3.4). The
main point lies in the fact that the n’th power norm residue algebras generate the
n-torsion of BrGal(F ) and are Galois-Azumaya extensions over their centre. As as
consequence, for some particular fields of characteristic zero the Brauer group and
the Brauer-Galois group coincide (Corollary 3.5).

1 Reminder on noncommutative Galois extensions

Let k be a commutative ring, fixed throughout the paper (possibly k = Z, the
ring of integers). By algebra we mean an associative unital k-algebra. A division
algebra is either a commutative field or a skew-field. If R is an algebra, an R-ring
S is an algebra S coming along with a morphism of algebras ψ : R −→ S. We
call ψ : R −→ S a (ring-)extension. A morphism of extensions from ψ : R −→ S
to ψ′ : R′ −→ S ′ is a pair (ϕ, ϕ̃), where ϕ : S −→ S ′ and ϕ̃ : R −→ R′ are two
morphisms of algebras verifying ϕ ◦ ψ = ψ′ ◦ ϕ̃. An R-ring S carries always the
R-bimodule structure r · s · r′ = ψ(r)sψ(r′) (with r, r′ ∈ R and s ∈ S).

For any extension ψ : R −→ S, the group S⊗RS inherits an S-bimodule (hence
anR-bimodule, via ψ) structure by s1·(s2⊗s3)·s4 = s1s2⊗s3s4, with s1, s2, s3, s4 ∈ S.
A tensor η ∈ S⊗RS is called a Casimir element in S⊗RS if it is symmetric in the
S-bimodule S⊗RS, that is, if it verifies, for all s ∈ S, the equality ηs = sη.

An R-ring S is endowed with an R-algebra structure if and only if R is com-
mutative and the morphism ψ factors through the centre Z(S) of S. An extension
ψ : R −→ S is centralizing if the ring R is embedded in the centre Z(S) of S (in this
event R is commutative and S is an R-algebra). The extension ψ : R −→ S is cen-
tral if there is a bijection between the ring R and the centre Z(S) of S (this means
that S is a faithful R-algebra and that we can identify R with R · 1). An extension
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ψ : R −→ S is said to be commutative if the rings R and S are commutative.

1.1 The definition of noncommutative Galois-extensions

Before we recall the definition of noncommutative Galois-extensions, we need to
introduce some notations. Let S be an algebra and G be a finite group. Denote by
S(G) the algebra of all maps from G to S, the sum and the product of two maps
being calculated pointwise. Let δg : G −→ S be the Dirac function at the point
g ∈ G. It is defined by δg(h) = δg,h1, for any h ∈ G (δg,h stands for the Kronecker
symbol of g and h). View S(G) as the free left S-module of rank |G| (the order of
the group G) with basis {δg, g ∈ G}, and with the product

(sδg)(tδh) = stδg,hδg,

for s, t ∈ S, and g, h ∈ G. The family (δg)g∈G is then a collection of orthogonal
idempotents, the sum of which

∑
g∈G

δg being equal to the unit of the ring S(G).

Suppose now that G acts by ring automorphisms on S. Denote by g(s) the result
of the action of g ∈ G on an element s ∈ S. Endow S(G) with the S-bimodule
structure given, for g ∈ G and sg, s, t ∈ S, by the equality

s ·
∑
g∈G

sgδg · t =
∑
g∈G

ssgg(t)δg. (1)

For any subalgebra R of S contained in the algebra SG of the invariant elements
of S under G, define the map ΓS/R : S⊗RS −→ S(G) by

ΓS/R(s⊗t) =
∑
g∈G

sg(t)δg =
∑
g∈G

s · δg · t,

with s⊗t ∈ S⊗RS. This map ΓS/R, sometimes denoted by Γψ or simply by Γ,
is a morphism of S-bimodules (hence of R-bimodules). Equipped with all these
notations, we are now able to state the definition of Galois extensions.

Definition 1.1. A G-Galois extension ψ : R −→ S is a morphism of algebras
ψ : R −→ S, together with a finite group G acting by ring automorphisms on S and
trivially on ψ(R) such that:

– the morphism ψ is faithfully flat (that is S is, via ψ, a faithfully flat left
R-module),

– the morphism of S-bimodules ΓS/R : S⊗RS −→ S(G), called in this case Ga-
lois morphism of S/R, is an isomorphism.

The group G is called a Galois group of ψ. A G-Galois extension ψ : R −→ S
is centralizing1 (respectively central, respectively commutative) if the underlying
extension is centralizing (respectively central, respectively commutative). A G-
Galois extension ψ : R −→ S is said to be strict if the order of the group G is
invertible in the ring S.

1Here the terminology differs with the one adopted in [27], where we called such extensions
central.
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1.2 Preliminary results

Galois extensions verify many nice properties. We restate those which are necessary
in the rest of this paper.

1) If ψ : R −→ S is a G-Galois extension, the algebra of invariants SG is exactly
ψ(R) and the morphism ψ is injective [20]. Thus one may identify ψ(R) with
R and treat ψ as an inclusion.

2) The abelian group S is, via ψ, also faithfully flat as a right R-module, and R
is a direct summand as well of the right R-module S as of the left R-module
S ([27], Proposition 1.2).

3) The left R-module S is, via ψ, a left R-progenerator, that is a finitely generated
projective left R-module which is also a left R-generator ([27], Lemme 1.4).

3’) The same sentence as 3) but with “left” replaced everywhere by “right”.

The proof of these statements call in a crucial way on a morphism of R-bimodules
S −→ R, the trace map, which appears as some kind of R-linear section of the
inclusion ψ. Let ψ : R −→ S be a G-Galois extension. Since SG is exactly R, the
map from S to R denoted by trS/R or tr and given by

tr(s) =
∑
g∈G

g(s)

is well defined. It is a morphism of R-bimodules, called the trace map, and clearly
verifies tr ◦ ψ = |G| · idR.

Galois extensions as Hopf-Galois extensions. Let G be a finite group and letH = kG

be the Hopf algebra with k-basis {δg}g∈G, with multiplication · and comultiplication
∆H defined by the formulae

δg · δg′ = δg,g′δg and ∆H(δg) =
∑
ab=g

δa⊗δb

(the unit in H = kG is the element 1 =
∑
g∈G

δg and the counit is the map defined

by ε(δg) = 0 if g 6= e and ε(δe) = 1). A Galois extension ψ : R −→ S with Galois
group G is then an H-Hopf-Galois extension (we refer to [18] for the definition),
where S is an H-comodule algebra with the coaction ∆S : S −→ S⊗H given by
∆S(s) =

∑
g∈G

g(s)⊗δg.

Examples 1.2. The prototypical examples of Galois extensions are:

– The classical finite Galois extensions of commutative fields.

– The Galois extensions of commutative rings, introduced by Auslander and
Goldman [1], studied by Chase, Harrison, A. Rosenberg and Sweedler ([4], [6],
see also [17]).
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– The algebra of diagonal matrices. For any division ringD and any non-negative
integer n, the diagonal map ψ : D −→ Dn defines a Z/nZ-Galois extension
([27], § 2.2).

– The trivial Galois extensions. Given any (non)commutative ring R and any
finite group G, then G is realizable over R, that is one may construct a
(non)commutative Galois extension ψ : R −→ S having G as Galois group.
Do it in the following way: set S = R(G), embed R into R(G) via the diagonal
map ψ(r) =

∑
g∈G

rδg (r ∈ R), and let G act on R(G) by the formula

g(rδh) = rδhg−1 ,

for r ∈ R and g, h ∈ G. Such a Galois extension is called trivial. It is straight-
forward to see that when one identifies both R(G)⊗RR(G) and R(G)(G) with
R(G× G), then the isomorphism Γ : R(G× G) −→ R(G× G) deduced from
the Galois isomorphism Γψ is given by

Γ(rδ(g,h)) = rδ(g,g−1h),

for any r ∈ R and (g, h) ∈ G×G.

– The quaternion algebras over a field of characteristic different from 2. Let F
be a commutative field of characteristic different from 2. Fix two elements

a, b ∈ F×. Denote by (
a, b

F
) the quaternion algebra over F . It is obtained

by dividing the free associative F -algebra on two generators i and j by the
relations i2 = a, j2 = b and ij = −ji. It is well known (see [30] for example)

that (
a, b

F
) is a central simple algebra of dimension 4 isomorphic either to the

algebra of matrices M2(F ) or to a skew field, depending whether the Hilbert
symbol (a, b)F is equal to 1 or to −1 (when F is the field R of the real numbers

and a = b = −1, then (
−1,−1

R
) is the skew field H of Hamilton’s quaternions).

The Klein’s Vierergruppe V = (Z/2Z)2 acts on (
a, b

F
) by α(i) = i, α(j) = −j,

β(i) = −i, β(j) = j, where α and β are two generators of V . In [26] (Lemma

4.3.2) we proved that the extension F −→ (
a, b

F
) is V -Galois (see also [27], §

2.3).

– A counter-example: The quaternion algebras over a field of characteristic 2.
Let F be a commutative field of characteristic 2. Fix two elements a, b ∈ F .

Denote by Ha,b = [
a, b

F
) the quaternion algebra over F (see [2]). It is obtained

by dividing the free associative F -algebra on two generators e1 and e2 by the
relations e21 = e1 + a, e22 = b and e2e1 = e1e2 + e2. The ring Ha,b is a skew
field if and only if the polynomial X2

0 +X0X1 + aX2
1 + b(X2

2 +X1X2 + aX2
3 ) ∈

F [X0, X1, X2, X3] has only one root, namely (0, 0, 0, 0). When Ha,b is a skew
field, with b = c2 a square in F , we have shown ([26], § 2.4) that the extension
ψ : F −→ Ha,b can never be Galois.
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For the sake of completeness, we state again an important result, proved in [27]
(Théorème 1.9), which we need in the sequel:

Theorem 1.3. Let G be a finite group and ψ : R −→ S be a strict G-Galois
extension. For any subgroup H of G, denote by U = SH the ring of fixed elements
of S under H, and by θ : U −→ S the canonical inclusion map. The morphism θ
is then a strict H-Galois extension. Moreover, if H is normal in G, the canonical
inclusion map θ′ : R −→ U is a strict G/H-Galois extension.

1.3 The Galois element

Let ψ : R −→ S be a G-Galois extension. For any g ∈ G, denote by ηg the element
Γ−1(δg) in S⊗RS. The identity (1) implies the equality

ηgs = g(s)ηg,

which holds in S⊗RS, for all s ∈ S. Denote by e the neutral element of the group
G. Then ηe ∈ S⊗RS is called the Galois element for ψ; it is in particular a Casimir

element. Fix once and for all a decomposition
m∑
i=1

xi⊗yi of the Galois element ηe ∈

S⊗RS. The 2m-tuple (x1, . . . , xm; y1, . . . , ym) is called a Galois basis of ψ. The

equality Γ(ηe) = δe can be expressed by
m∑
i=1

xig(yi) = δg,e. We state now, without

proof, the properties verified by the elements ηg ∈ S⊗RS, which we need here (for
details, see [27]).

The element ηg can be recovered from the Galois element ηe =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗yi, namely

ηg =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗g−1(yi), which implies the equality
m∑
i=1

xigh
−1(yi) = δg,h. Finally the

collection of all ηg (for g ∈ G) form a “partition of the unity” in the following sense:
one has

∑
g∈G

ηg = 1⊗1.

Lemma 1.4. Let G be a finite group and ψ : R −→ S be a G-Galois extension.
The opposite morphism ψo : Ro −→ So defines then a G-Galois extension, G acting
on So via

g(so) = (g(s))o.

Proof. It is clear that (So)G = (SG)o = Ro. By [27] (Théorème 1.5), it remains to
show that the morphism Γψo from So⊗RoSo to So(G) given by

Γψo(so⊗to) =
∑
g∈G

sog(to)δg =
∑
g∈G

(g(t)s)oδg

is surjective. To this end, choose a Galois basis (x1, . . . , xm; y1, . . . , ym) of ψ. Then

Γψo

( m∑
i=1

yo
i⊗g−1xo

i

)
=

∑
g∈G

( m∑
i=1

hg−1(xi)yi
)o
δh,

which is equal to δg, according to the identity (5’) in [27]. �
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Notice that the quaternion algebras (
a, b

F
) over a commutative field F of charac-

teristic different from 2 are isomorphic to their opposite algebras.

1.4 The categories Gal and Gal(G)

First introduce the category Gal of Galois extensions: its objects are the couples
(G,ψ : R −→ S), with G a finite group and ψ : R −→ S a G-Galois extension; a
morphism in Gal from (G,ψ : R −→ S) to (G′, ψ′ : R′ −→ S ′) is a triple (f, ϕ, ϕ̃),
where f : G′ −→ G is morphism of groups, and (ϕ : S −→ S ′, ϕ̃ : R −→ R′) is a
morphism of extensions (that is ϕ ◦ ψ = ψ′ ◦ ϕ̃) verifying ϕ ◦ f(g′) = g′ ◦ ϕ, for all
g′ ∈ G′. Necessarily ϕ̃ is then the restriction of ϕ to R. In a similar manner, define
the full subcategories Galstr, Galcent, GalAzum or Galcom of Gal; their objects are
respectively the strict, centralizing, central or commutative Galois extensions.

Let Gpf be the category of finite groups and πgr : Gal −→ Gpf be the contravari-
ant functor defined by πgr(G,ψ : R −→ S) = G. The fibre category of πgr over a
fixed group G is denoted by Gal(G); its objects are therefore the G-Galois exten-
sions ψ : R −→ S; a morphism from (ψ : R −→ S) to (ψ′ : R′ −→ S ′) in Gal(G)
is a couple (ϕ : S −→ S ′, ϕ̃ : R −→ R′) of morphisms of algebras such that ϕ is
G-equivariant (that is ϕ◦g = g ◦ϕ for all g ∈ G) and ψ′ ◦ ϕ̃ = ϕ◦ψ. Observe that ϕ̃
is induced by restriction by ϕ. Starting with Gal(G), one may define in an obvious
way the full subcategories Galstr(G), Galcent(G), GalAzum(G) or Galcom(G) of
Gal(G).

Proposition 1.5. Let (ϕ, ϕ̃) be a morphism from (ψ : R −→ S) to (ψ′ : R′ −→ S ′)
in Gal(G). Then

ϕ̃ ◦ Γ = Γ′ ◦ (ϕ⊗ϕ).

Here Γ (respectively Γ′) stands for the Galois isomorphism of S/R (respectively of
S ′/R′), and ϕ̃ is the morphism of left R-modules from S(G) to S ′(G) defined by
ϕ̃(

∑
g∈G

sgδg) =
∑
g∈G

ϕ(sg)δg.

Proof. For any element s⊗t ∈ S⊗RS, one has the equality
(
Γ′ ◦ (ϕ⊗ϕ)

)
(s⊗t) =∑

g∈G
ϕ(s)g

(
ϕ(t)

)
δg, whereas (ϕ̃ ◦ Γ)(s⊗t) =

∑
g∈G

ϕ(s)ϕ
(
g(t)

)
δg. The proposition is

then a consequence of the G-equivariance of ϕ. �

Corollary 1.6. Let (ϕ, ϕ̃) be a morphism from (ψ : R −→ S) to (ψ′ : R′ −→ S ′)
in Gal(G). If ηe (respectively η′e) is the Galois element for ψ (respectively for ψ′),
then

(ϕ⊗ϕ)(ηe) = η′e.

Proof. One has
(
Γ′ ◦ (ϕ⊗ϕ)

)
(ηe) = (ϕ̃◦Γ)(ηe) = ϕ̃(δe) = δe. The result follows from

the fact that Γ′ is an isomorphism. �
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2 Galois-Azumaya extensions

2.1 Separable extensions

Let ψ : R −→ S be a morphism of algebras and Se = S⊗kSo the enveloping algebra
of S over the ground ring k. Define the multiplication µ̄ : Se −→ S to be the Se-
linear map given by µ̄(s⊗to) = st, and denote by Ωµ̄ the kernel of µ̄. One easily
sees that Ωµ̄ is generated by the elements s⊗to− st⊗1o indistinctly as a left or as a
right S-module. An element η ∈ S⊗RS is then Casimir if and only if Ωµ̄ · η = 0.

Proposition 2.1. Let ψ : R −→ S be a morphism of algebras. The following
conditions are equivalent:

(i) The multiplication µ : S⊗RS −→ S splits as an Se-module morphism.
(ii) There exists a Casimir element η in S⊗RS such that µ(η) = 1.

If moreover R coincides with the (commutative) ground ring k, one of the two pre-
vious conditions is equivalent to the following assertion:

(iii) The k-module S is projective as a left Se-module.

Definition 2.2. A morphism of algebras ψ : R −→ S is called separable if it
satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.1. A Casimir element η in S⊗RS
verifying µ(η) = 1 is called a separability element of S. If moreover the extension ψ
is centralizing, then S is a separable R-algebra. Furthermore, if ψ is central, then S
is a central separable R-algebra, or an Azumaya R-algebra2.

Remarks:
1.– One may also characterize separable extensions using derivations or Hochschild
cohomology (see for example [5], 1.3, Theorem 3]).
2.– When R is the commutative ground ring k, the separability element η viewed
as an element of Se is necessarily an idempotent of the algebra Se. This means:

fix a decomposition
m∑
i=1

ui⊗vi of η ∈ S⊗RS and set e(η) =
m∑
i=1

ui⊗vo
i ∈ Se. Then

e(η)2 = e(η). Indeed, e(η)2 − e(η) = e
(
e(η) · e− (1⊗1o)η

)
∈ e(Ωµ̄ · η) = 0.

Proof of Proposition 2.1.
(i) =⇒ (ii) Let σ be an Se-linear section of µ and η = σ(1). Then µ(η) = µ◦σ(1) = 1.
For s⊗to − st⊗1o ∈ Ωµ̄, one has (s⊗to − st⊗1o) · η = (s⊗to)σ(1) − (st⊗1o)σ(1) =
σ(st)− σ(st) = 0, hence Ωµ̄ · η = 0.
(ii) =⇒ (i) Since Ωµ̄·η = 0, one defines a map σ from S to S⊗RS by σ(s) = (s⊗1o)·η.
Thus σ(s) = s · η = (1⊗so) · η = η · s. Then µ ◦ σ(s) = µ(s · η) = sµ(η) = s, and
σ is Se-linear since σ((s⊗to) · u) = σ(sut) = (sut⊗1o) · η = (su⊗1o)(t⊗1o) · η =
(su⊗1o)(1⊗to) · η = (su⊗to) · η = (s⊗to)(u⊗1o) · η = (s⊗to)σ(u).
(i) ⇐⇒ (iii) is well known (see [7]). �

Examples of separable extensions are ([7], [15], [17]):

i) A finite product
∏
Li/K of separable finite commutative field extensions Li/K

(recall that a field extension L/K is separable if and only if the minimal
polynomials of the elements of L have simple zeroes);

2We follow here the terminology proposed by Bourbaki [3]. Some authors deal only with Azu-
maya algebras over a field. These are central simple algebras [7] (as an example take quaternion
algebras over a field). Recall that an Azumaya R-algebra is simple if and only if R is a field.
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ii) The n-fold product R × R . . . × R of a commutative ring R is separable over
R;

iii) Let A be a commutative algebra and Σ be a multiplicative subset of A. The
localized ring Σ−1A is separable over A;

iv) The ring Mn(R) of all n× n-matrices over a commutative ring R is separable
over R;

v) Let G be a finite group whose order n is invertible in a commutative ring R.
The group algebra R[G] is separable over R;

vi) Any Azumaya algebra.

Definition 2.3. A morphism of rings ψ : R −→ S is called a G-Galois-Azumaya
extension if ψ is a G-Galois extension, R is a commutative ring and S is an R-
Azumaya algebra, that is a central separable R-algebra.

For instance, the quaternion extension F −→ (
a, b

F
) (Example 1.2) is V -Galois-

Azumaya, with V = (Z/2Z)2.

Galois-Azumaya extensions verify nice properties in view of cohomology theo-
ries. On the one side, the group of automorphisms of an Azumaya algebra is well
controlled ([17], IV). For instance, if S is an Azumaya algebra over a ring R, then
Aut(S/R) fits into an exact sequence of groups 1 −→ R× −→ S× −→ Aut(S/R) −→
Pic(R), known as the Rosenberg-Zelinsky exact sequence [17]. Therefore, if the Pi-
card group Pic(R) is trivial (what happens when R is a local ring or a principal
ideal domain for example), one obtains the Skolem-Noether theorem, which as-
serts that any automorphism of S leaving R pointwise invariant is inner. On the
other side, any G-Galois-Azumaya (or, more generally, centralizing G-Galois) ex-
tension ψ : R −→ S provides a natural crossed module of G-groups obtained from
S× −→ Aut(S/R) which can be taken as coefficients for nonabelian hypercohomol-
ogy [27].

We restate now a well-known and straightforward result [20] that furnishes fur-
ther examples of separable extensions.

Corollary 2.4. Any Galois extension is separable.

Indeed, if ψ : R −→ S is a G-Galois extension, the Galois element ηe is a separability
element for S, hence ψ is separable. Therefore a central Galois extension amounts to
a Galois-Azumaya extension. We remark now that Galois extensions own another
interesting structure, that of a Frobenius extension.

2.2 Frobenius extensions

A morphism of algebras ψ : R −→ S is called a Frobenius extension if there exists
a morphism τ : S −→ R of R-bimodules and a finite set of couples (ui, vi)i=1,...,m,
with ui, vi ∈ S, which verify for all s ∈ S the Frobenius normalizing conditions, that
is

m∑
i=1

uiτ(vis) = s and
m∑
i=1

τ(sui)vi = s.
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The collection ((ui, vi)i=1,...,m) allows us to construct the tensor η =
m∑
i=1

ui⊗vi ∈ S⊗RS,

called the Frobenius element of the extension ψ : R −→ S. The datum
((ui, vi)i=1,...,m, τ) or (η, τ) is a Frobenius system. If R lies in the centre of S, the
extension ψ : R −→ S is centralizing Frobenius (S is then a Frobenius R-algebra).

As examples of Frobenius extensions, let us mention, with Kadison, morphisms
of integral group algebras ψ : Z[H] −→ Z[G] (where H is a subgroup of G of finite
index `, such that G =

∐
giH, with g1 = e, g2, . . . , g` ∈ G) ([12], Example 1.7), and

the Frobenius extensions obtained from certain types of von Neumann ∗-algebras
([12], Example 1.8). To this list, add the Galois extensions:

Lemma 2.5. Let G be a finite group. Any G-Galois extension ψ : R −→ S is
Frobenius. As a Frobenius system one may choose the datum ((xi, yi)i=1,...,m, tr),
where (x1, . . . , xm; y1, . . . , ym) is a Galois basis of ψ, and tr is the trace morphism.

As a Frobenius element one may take the Galois element ηe =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗yi ∈ S⊗RS.

Proof. This assertion comes as an immediate consequence from the definitions and
from the following two equalities, showed in [27] (Démonstration du lemme 1.4),
namely: for all s ∈ S, one has

m∑
i=1

xitr(yis) =
m∑
i=1

tr(sxi)yi = s.

�

Let ψ : R −→ S be a G-Galois extension. Denote by CR(S) = {s ∈ S | sr =
rs, ∀r ∈ R} = SR the centralizer of R in S. Clearly the group G acts on the
algebra CR(S) and CR(S)G = Z(R). The general theory of Frobenius extensions
([12], 1.3) shows that once a Frobenius system ((ui, vi)i=1,...,m, τ) is fixed, there is
an automorphism ν : CR(S) −→ CR(S), called the Nakayama automorphism of ψ,
which verifies

τ(ν(d)s) = τ(sd),

for any s ∈ S and d ∈ CR(S). If the automorphism ν is inner, the Frobenius
extension is called symmetric.

In the Galois case, taking as Frobenius system ((xi, yi)i=1,...,m, tr), where (x1, . . . ,
xm; y1, . . . , ym) is a Galois basis of ψ, the Nakayama automorphism is given by the
formula

ν(d) =
m∑
i=1

tr(xid)yi =
∑
g∈G

m∑
i=1

g(xid)yi,

for any d ∈ CR(S). If ψ : R −→ S is a centralizing G-Galois extension, then
CR(S) = S, and the Nakayama automorphism is defined on the whole ring S.

Lemma 2.6. Let ψ : R −→ S be a G-Galois-Azumaya extension such that the
Picard group Pic(R) is trivial. Then S is a symmetric Frobenius R-algebra.

Proof. Denote by Inn(S) the group of inner automorphisms of S. When R has
trivial Picard group, the Rosenberg-Zelinsky exact sequence asserts that Inn(S) =
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Aut(S/R). It remains to show that the Nakayama automorphism leaves R pointwise
invariant. For r ∈ R, one gets

ν(r) =
∑
g∈G

m∑
i=1

g(xir)yi =
m∑
i=1

(∑
g∈G

g(xi)r
)
yi = r

∑
g∈G

m∑
i=1

g(xi)yi = r.

�

2.3 Galois representations of the braid groups

Let R be a commutative algebra and ψ : R −→ S be a Frobenius R-algebra. For

any X =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗yi ∈ S⊗RS, define three elements X12, X23, X13 in S⊗RS⊗RS by

the formulae

X12 =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗yi⊗1, X23 =
m∑
i=1

1⊗xi⊗yi and X13 =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗1⊗yi.

The properties satisfied by a Frobenius element η attached to the extension ψ :
R −→ S lead to the fact that η satifies the Frobenius-separability equation X12X23 =
X23X13 = X13X12 [5] (Definition 18), which obviously implies the Yang-Baxter equa-
tion X12X23X12 = X23X12X23 (this result appears in [12], Theorem 4.7). Therefore,
when η is invertible in S⊗RS, it defines a representation of E. Artin’s braid group
Bn on n strings. Recall that Bn is the group generated by symbols σ1, . . . , σn−1

subject to the relations σiσj = σjσi (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 and |i − j| > 1) and
σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi (1 ≤ i < n− 1).

Proposition 2.7. For any centralizing G-Galois extension ψ : R −→ S, the Galois

element ηe =
m∑
i=1

xi⊗yi verifies the Frobenius-separability equation and therefore the

Yang-Baxter equation. For any G-Galois-Azumaya extension ψ : R −→ S, the Ga-
lois element η is invertible in S⊗RS, hence defines for any n ≥ 2 a representation
ρnψ : Bn −→ Aut(S⊗Rn) of the braid group Bn.

Proof. The proposition is a consequence of Lemma 2.5, of the observation stated
above, and of a crucial result of Kadison [12] (Theorem 5.14) asserting that a Frobe-
nius algebra S/R is central separable if and only if the Frobenius element is invertible
in S⊗RS. Now an invertible solution η of the Yang-Baxter equation defines an ele-
ment `η in AutR(S⊗S), the left multiplication by η. This automorphism `η is then
a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation for endomorphisms, a so-called R-matrix,
hence gives rise, for any n ≥ 2, to a representation ρnψ of the braid group Bn in S⊗Rn

given by ρnψ(σi) = id
⊗(i−1)
S ⊗`η⊗id

⊗(n−i−1)
S [14] (Corollary X.6.9). �

Definition 2.8. For any G-Galois-Azumaya extension ψ : R −→ S, the represen-
tation ρnψ is called the Galois representation of Bn attached to ψ.

Corollary 2.9. A morphism (ϕ, ϕ̃) from (ψ : R −→ S) to (ψ′ : R′ −→ S ′) in
GalAzum(G) induces, for any n ≥ 2, a morphism ρnψ −→ ρnψ′ of Galois representa-
tions of the braid group Bn.
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Proof. Fix n ≥ 2. From Corollary 1.6, one deduces that the diagram

S⊗Rn

ϕ⊗n

��

ρnψ // S⊗Rn

ϕ⊗n

��
S ′⊗R′n ρn

ψ′

// S ′⊗R′n

is commutative. �

Example 2.10. Let H = (
a, b

F
) be a quaternion algebra. In [27] (§ 2.3), we have seen

that

η =
1

4
(1⊗1 +

i⊗i
a

+
j⊗j
b
− k⊗k

ab
)

is the Galois element of the V -Galois-Azumaya extension ψ : F −→ H. Let us
mention on the way that the Nakayama automorphism ν is in this case equal to the
identity ofH. Indeed, the trace map tr : H −→ F is given by tr(c0+c1i+c2j+c3k) =
4c0, where c0 + c1i + c2j + c3k ∈ H. Take as Galois basis x1 = 1, x2 = i, x3 = j,

x4 = k ; y1 = 1/4, y2 = i/4a, y3 = j/4b, y4 = −k/4ab. Then ν(c) =
m∑
i=1

tr(xic)yi = c.

Let us now describe the automorphism `η with more details. Decompose the 16-
dimensional F -vector space H⊗FH into four subspaces V1, Vi, Vj, Vk each of them of
dimension 4 in the following way.

Vector space Basis

V1 (1⊗1, i⊗i, j⊗j, k⊗k)
Vi (1⊗i, i⊗1, j⊗k, k⊗j)
Vj (1⊗j, j⊗1, k⊗i, i⊗k)
Vk (1⊗k, k⊗1, i⊗j, j⊗i)

Then H⊗FH = V1 ⊕ Vi ⊕ Vj ⊕ Vk and each of the subspaces V1, Vi, Vj, Vk is stable
under `η. In the given bases, `η is represented by the matrix Ξu in Vu (u = 1, i, j, k),
where

Ξ1 =
1

4


1 a b −ab
1
a

1 −1
ab

1
b

1
b

−1
ab

1 1
a

−1
ab

1
b

1
a

1

 , Ξi =
1

4


1 1 1 −1

ab

1 1 −1
ab

1
−1
b

−1
ab

1 −1
a

−1
ab

−1
b

−1
a

1

 ,

Ξj =
1

4


1 1 1 −1
1 1 −1 1

ab
1
ab

1
a

1 −1
b

1
a

1
ab

−1
b

1

 , and Ξk =
1

4


1 1 1 −1
1 1 −1 1
−1
a

1
b

1 1
ab

1
b

−1
a

1
ab

1

 .

The quaternionic extension F −→ H gives moreover rise to a representation of
the symmetric groups Sn (n ≥ 2). Indeed the square of η in the F -algebra H⊗FH
is

η2 =
1

4
(1⊗1).
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Thus (2η)2 = 1⊗1, that is to say that `2η is involutive. The assertion follows from
Moore’s presentation of the symmetric groups: for any n ≥ 2, Sn is the group
generated by symbols σ1, . . . , σn−1 subject to the relations σiσj = σjσi (1 ≤ i, j ≤
n−1 and |i−j| > 1), σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi (1 ≤ i < n−1) and σ2

i = 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n−1).

2.4 A fundamental example of a Galois-Azumaya extension: the n’th power

norm residue algebra

Let F be a commutative field and n ≥ 2 an integer. Suppose that the multiplicative
group F× of F contains a primitive n-th root of unity ζ, that is an element of
order n in F×. Choose once and for all two elements a, b ∈ F×. With these datas,
following Milnor [24] (§ 15) (we refer also to [8] (§ 11) or to [29] (15.4)), one explicitly
constructs a central simple associative algebra in which n plays the same rôle as 2
does for quaternion algebras. This is done in the following way (see [21] (16.22, iv)):

Let Q be the quotient ring F [X]/(Xn − a) of the polynomial ring F [X] in one
indeterminate X by the ideal (Xn−a). Denote by x the image of X by the canonical
projection F [X] −→ Q. By the euclidian division algorithm, {1, x, x2, . . . , xn−1} is
a basis of the F -vector space Q. The F -algebra homomorphism s : F [X] −→ F [X]
defined by s(X) = ζX induces a F -algebra automorphism σ : Q −→ Q that is of
order n in Aut(Q). Identify the cyclic group 〈σ〉 generated by σ with Z/nZ. Take
now the free Q-module S based on the set {um | m = 0, . . . , n− 1} indexed by the
group Z/nZ. As an F -vector space, S has the basis {xmum′ | m,m′ = 0, . . . , n−1}.
Put on S the multiplication determined by the relations

xn = a, un = b, and ux = ζxu.

The F -vector space S becomes an algebra S, called the n’th power norm residue
algebra (or a symbol algebra [16]) and denoted by (a, b, ζ)F . It is an Azumaya algebra
of degree n ([8], § 11).

Remark: The n’th power norm residue algebra clearly generalize quaternion alge-

bras: let F be a field of characteristic different from 2 and a, b ∈ F×. Then (
a, b

F
)

is isomorphic to (a, b,−1)F [29]. Therefore, following Pierce, one denotes (a, b, ζ)F

also by (
a, b

F, ζ
).

Theorem 2.11. Let F be a commutative field. Take two elements a and b in F×,
and n ≥ 2 an integer. Suppose that the multiplicative group F× of F has an element
ζ of order n and that the characteristic of F either is equal to zero or is positive and
does not divide n. Let (a, b, ζ)F be the n’th power norm residue algebra. Then the
extension F −→ (a, b, ζ)F is (Z/nZ)2-Galois-Azumaya with Galois element

η =
n−1∑
r,s=0

ζrs

abn2
xrus⊗xn−run−s.

Proof. Set S = (a, b, ζ)F and G = (Z/nZ)2. It is already known that S is an
Azumaya F -algebra ([21], Proposition 16.24). It remains to show that the extension
F −→ S is G-Galois.
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Denote by (i, j), with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, the elements of G. It is easy to see that
the formula

(i, j) · (qum) = σj(q)ζ imum

defines an action of G on S (here 0 ≤ i, j,m ≤ n− 1 and q ∈ Q). Thus, if α = (1, 0)
and β = (0, 1) are the two canonical generators of G, one gets α(x) = x, α(u) = ζu,

β(x) = ζx, and β(u) = u. Suppose now that
n−1∑
m=0

qmu
m ∈ SG. Then, in particular

(0, 1) ·
n−1∑
m=0

qmu
m =

n−1∑
m=0

qmu
m, that is

n−1∑
m=0

σ(qm)um =
n−1∑
m=0

qmu
m. But (um)0≤m≤n−1 is

a Q-basis of S, thus, for any m, one has σ(qm) = qm.

Pick now an element q =
n−1∑
k=0

akx
k ∈ Q which is invariant under σ. This means

that
n−1∑
k=0

akx
k =

n−1∑
k=0

akζ
kxk. Again (xk)0≤k≤n−1 is an F -basis of Q, therefore ak =

akζ
k, for all k, thus ak = 0 as soon as k ≥ 1. So q belongs to F. Conversely, it is

clear that an element a0 ∈ F is invariant under G. Hence SG = F.
Before we end the proof, we write down an important formula that is read-

ily deduced from the multiplication law in S given above. For any r, s, i, j, k, l ∈
{0, . . . , n− 1}, an easy computation gives

xrus(i, j)(xkul) = ζ il+jk+ksxr+kus+l.

In particular,
xrus(i, j)(xn−run−s) = ζ−(is+jr+rs)ab. (2)

Having this rule of calculus in view, we claim that the following equality is true:

Γ
( n−1∑
r,s=0

ζrs

abn2
xrus⊗xn−run−s

)
= δ(0,0). (3)

This is then sufficient to show that ψ : F −→ S isG-Galois, since formula (3) exactly
means that there exists a Galois basis (see [27], Définition 1.6 and Théorème 1.5).
Let us prove (3).

According to (2), the left-hand side is equal to
1

n2

∑
(i,j)∈G

n−1∑
r,s=0

ζ−(jr+is)δ(i,j). The

coefficient of δ(i,j) is
n−1∑
r,s=0

ζ−(jr+is) =
n−1∑
r=0

ζ−jr(
n−1∑
s=0

(ζ−i)s). But the cyclotomic sum

n−1∑
t=0

(ζ−k)t is equal either to 0, when k is different from 0, or to n, when k = 0. �

Remark: Taking n = 2, x = i, u = j, xu = k, one verifies that the tensor decom-
position of the Galois element in Theorem 2.11 coincides with that of the V -Galois-
Azumaya extension ψ : F −→ H given in Example 2.10.

Similarly to the case of Hamilton’s quaternion, where Theorem 1.3 shows that
the inclusions R −→ C and C −→ H are both Z/2Z-Galois extensions, one deduce,
with the notations adopted above, the following result:
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Corollary 2.12. Let F be a commutative field. Take two elements a and b in
F×, and n ≥ 2 an integer. Suppose that the multiplicative group F× of F has an
element ζ of order n and that the characteristic of F either is equal to zero or is
positive and does not divide n. Let Q be the quotient ring F [X]/(Xn − a). Then
the extensions F −→ Q and Q −→ (a, b, ζ)F are Z/nZ-Galois. Moreover Q is the
maximal commutative subring of (a, b, ζ)F .

The maximality of Q in (a, b, ζ)F is shown in [21] (Proposition 16.24). The
definition of Q is in fact the usual cyclic extension performed over an n-kummerian
ring ([10], Chapter 0, § 5) (recall that an n-kummerian ring is a commutative ring
which contains n−1 and a root of the n-cyclotomic polynomial).

Corollary 2.13. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer and F be a commutative field such that
the characteristic of F either is equal to zero or is positive and does not divide n.
Then the extension F −→ Mn(F ) is (Z/nZ)2-Galois-Azumaya.

Proof. The matrix algebra Mn(F ) is a particular case of n’th power norm residue
algebras: choose a primitive n-th root of unity ζ and a, b ∈ F×, then Mn(F ) is
isomorphic to (a, b, ζ)F if (and only if) b ∈ NE/F (E×) or equivalently if (and only

if) a ∈ NK/F (K×), where E = F (a
1
n ), K = F (b

1
n ), and NL/F is the norm map

L× −→ F× for any finite extension L/F ([21], Chapter 16). For instance (1, b, ζ)F ∼=
Mn(F ). �

3 The Brauer-Galois group of a commutative ring

3.1 The category GalR

We study some properties of the two subcategories of Gal obtained by fixing a
Galois group, or by fixing simultaneously a base ring and a Galois group (of course,
an analogue work can be done starting with one of the categories Galstr, Galcent or
Galcom).

The functor πalg : Gal −→ Algk, given on objects by πalg(G,ψ : R −→ S) = R,
enables us to consider the fibre category over a fixed algebra R. Denote it by GalR.
Its objects are the couples (G,ψ : R −→ S); a morphism from (G,ψ : R −→ S) to
(G′, ψ′ : R −→ S ′) in GalR is a couple (f, ϕ), where f : G′ −→ G is a morphism of
groups and ϕ : S −→ S ′ a morphism of algebras. These data are subject to the two
conditions: ϕ ◦ ψ = ψ′ and ϕ ◦ f(g′) = g′ ◦ ϕ, for any g′ ∈ G′. Necessarily, ϕ is a
morphism of R-rings.

Theorem 3.1. Let R be a commutative algebra. Suppose that (G,ψ : R −→ S) and
(G′, ψ′ : R −→ S ′) are two objects in GalcentR (repectively in GalAzumR). Then
the canonical extension ψ′′ : R −→ S⊗RS ′ is a centralizing (respectively central)
G×G′-Galois extension that we denote by ψ⊗ψ′.
Proof. Let (G,ψ : R −→ S) and (G′, ψ′ : R −→ S ′) be two centralizing Galois
extensions. Since the ring R is commutative, the tensor product S⊗RS ′ comes with
the multiplication given by (s⊗s′).(t⊗t′) = st⊗s′t′, with s, t ∈ S and s′, t′ ∈ S ′. The
group K = G×G′ acts on U = S⊗RS ′ by (g, g′)·(s⊗s′) = g(s)⊗g′(s′), for (g, g′) ∈ K
and s⊗s′ ∈ U. We must show that ψ′′ : R −→ U is K-Galois. In order to do that,
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we successively prove that R can be identified with the ring UK of invariants of U
under K, that the associated morphism Γ : U⊗RU −→ U(K) is an isomorphism,
and finally that the extension R −→ U is faithfully flat.

1) The inclusion R ⊆ UK is obvious. In order to prove UK ⊆ R, we use an
argument inspired by Chase-Harrison-Rosenberg [4] (Lemma 1.7) which involves
descent. By [27] (Lemme 1.4.2), the trace morphisms trS/R and trS′/R are surjective.
Choose s0 ∈ S and s′0 ∈ S ′ with trS/R(s0) = trS′/R(s′0) = 1. For any u ∈ UK , the
following equalities hold

u =
(
(trS/R⊗trS′/R)(s0⊗s′0)

)
.u =

(∑
g∈G

g(s0)⊗
∑
g′∈G′

g′(s′0)
)
.u

=
∑

(g,g′)∈K

(
g(s0)⊗g′(s′0)

)
.u =

∑
(g,g′)∈K

(g, g′)
(
(s0⊗s′0).u

)
= (trS/R⊗trS′/R)

(
(s0⊗s′0).u

)
,

that belongs to Im(trS/R⊗trS′/R) = R⊗RR ∼= R.
2) The morphism Γ : U⊗RU −→ U(K) defined by

Γ
(
(s⊗s′)⊗(t⊗t′)

)
=

∑
(g,g′)∈K

(
sg(s′)⊗tg′(t′)

)
δ(g,g′)

is an isomorphism of left R-modules. Indeed, one may easily see that Γ is the compo-
sition β ◦ (ΓS⊗ΓS′) ◦ α, where α : U⊗RU −→ (S⊗RS)⊗R(S ′⊗RS ′) and
β : S(G)⊗RS ′(G′) −→ (S⊗RS ′)(K) are the canonical isomorphisms.

3) Proposition 1.2 in [27] asserts that when UK = R and when Γ : U⊗RU −→ U(K)
is an isomorphism, then the extension R −→ U is faithfully flat if and only if R
is a direct summand of the (right or left) R-module U . The extension R −→ S
(respectively R −→ S ′) being Galois, R is a direct summand of the R-module S
(respectively S ′). Hence S⊗RS ′ contains R⊗RR ∼= R as a direct summand, because
the tensor product preserves direct limits and consequently also direct sums.

Suppose now that (G,ψ : R −→ S) and (G′, ψ′ : R −→ S ′) are Galois-Azumaya.
Since the centre Z(S⊗RS ′) of S⊗RS ′ is isomorphic to Z(S)⊗RZ(S ′) [7], the exten-
sion ψ′′ : R −→ S⊗RS ′ is G×G′-Galois-Azumaya. �

Examples.
1.– Let F be a commutative field of characteristic different from 2 and let am, bm
(m = 1, . . . , n) be 2n non zero elements in F . Denote by Hm the quaternion algebra

(
am, bm
F

). By Theorem 3.1, the n-fold tensor product extension F −→ H1⊗F . . .⊗F
Hn is V n-Galois. Observe that the tensor product H1 ⊗F H2 of two quaternion
algebras may be not a skew field. For instance, let F be the field R of the real

numbers and a = b = −1. Thus (
−1,−1

R
) is the field H of Hamilton’s quaternions.

The algebra H⊗RH is not a skew field, but is isomorphic to the matrix algebra
M2(R) (see for example [8] (§ 14)). So, in the Brauer group Br(F ), the class of

H⊗RH is equal to the class of the quaternion algebra (
1, 1

R
). In fact, H1 ⊗F H2

is not a skew field if and only if H1 and H2 have a common splitting field which is
separable quadratic over F [8] (§ 14, Theorem 6).
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2.– Let F be a commutative field of characteristic different from 2 and A central
simple algebra of degree 4 and exponent 2 (recall that the exponent of an F -Azumaya
algebra is the order, in the sense of Group Theory, of its class [A] in the Brauer group
Br(F )). Then the extension F −→ A is V 2-Galois-Azumaya. Indeed, following a
well-known result of Albert [16], A is necessarily a biquaternion algebra, that is a
tensor product of two quaternion algebras over F .

Proposition 3.2. Fix a commutative algebra R. Let ψ : R −→ S (respectively
ψ′ : R −→ S ′) be a centralizing Galois extension with Galois group G (respectively
G′) of order n (respectively n′). Assume that the integer nn′ is invertible in S⊗RS ′.
Then the extension ε1 : S −→ S⊗RS ′ given by ε1(s) = s⊗1 (s ∈ S) is G-Galois and
the extension ε2 : S ′ −→ S⊗RS ′ given by ε2(s

′) = 1⊗s′ (s′ ∈ S ′) is G′-Galois.

Proof. Because of the condition on nn′, the G × G′-Galois extension ψ⊗ψ′ :
R −→ S⊗RS ′ becomes strict. Take the subgroup H = {1} × G′ of G × G′. By
Theorem 1.3, the inclusion θ : U = (S⊗RS ′)H −→ S⊗RS ′ is H-Galois. It is enough
to show that (S⊗RS ′)H ∼= S.

Consider the right S ′-module M ′ = S⊗RS ′. Identifying {1} × G′ with G′, the
group action on M ′ is given by g′(s⊗s′) = s⊗g′(s′) (g′ ∈ G′, s ∈ S, s′ ∈ S ′). So M ′ is
a G′-Galois module. By Galois descent for modules [26] (Corollary 4.16), the module

N ′ = M ′G′ is such that N ′⊗RS ′ ∼= M ′, that is (S⊗RS)G
′⊗RS ′ ∼= S⊗RS ′. By faith-

fully flatness of ψ′, one concludes that (S⊗RS)G
′ ∼= S and that ε2 : S ′ −→ S⊗RS ′

is G′-Galois. Similarly ε1 : S −→ S⊗RS ′ is G-Galois. �

Example. Take F −→ H a quaternionic extension over a field F of characteristic
different from 2. By Proposition 3.2, the two extensions εi : H −→ H⊗FH (i = 1, 2)
are both V -Galois.

3.2 The Brauer-Galois group

Corollary 3.3. Let R be a commutative algebra. Denote by BrGal(R) the subset of
the Brauer group of R consisting of those classes ξ ∈ Br(R) for which there exists a
finite group G and a G-Galois-Azumaya extension ψ : R −→ S, such that ξ is equal
to the class [S] of S modulo stable isomorphisms. Then BrGal(R) is a subgroup of
Br(R).

This group BrGal(R) is called the Brauer-Galois group of R.

Proof. The neutral element of Br(R) is the class [R]. Since id : R −→ R is a
{1}-Galois-Azumaya extension, [R] belongs to BrGal(R), and this set is therefore
non-empty.

Let ξ1, ξ2 ∈ Br(R). Represent these classes by ψ1 : R −→ S1 and ψ2 : R −→ S2,
two Galois-Azumaya extensions with Galois groups G1 and G2. The product ξ1.ξ2 ∈
Br(R) can then be represented by the R-Azumaya algebra S1⊗RS2 (the multiplica-
tion in S1⊗RS2 being given by (s1⊗s2) · (t1⊗t2) = s1t1⊗s2t2, for any s1, t1 ∈ S1 and
s2, t2 ∈ S2, is well defined since R is commutative and ψi (i = 1, 2) is central). By
Theorem 3.1, ψ1⊗ψ2 : R −→ S1⊗RS2 is a G1 ×G2-Galois extension. Hence the set
BrGal(R) is stable under the product in Br(R).
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The symmetric element of [S] can be represented by the opposite algebra So.
But if ψ : R −→ S is a G-Galois-Azumaya extension, the group G acts on So by

g(so) =
(
g(s)

)o
. Since R is the centre of S, the map ψo : R −→ So is well defined.

It is a G-Galois extension by Lemma 1.4. �

Remark: A similar construction can be provided in the Hopf-Galois context when one
replaces Galois-Azumaya extensions by Hopf-Galois-Azumaya extensions. This gives
rise to a group BrHopfGal(R), the Brauer-Hopf-Galois group of R, which should be less
interesting than BrGal(R) since it is bigger: the inclusions BrGal(R) ⊆ BrHopfGal(R) ⊆
Br(R) hold.

3.3 Some straightforward facts about the Brauer-Galois group

1) The Brauer-Galois group BrGal(S) is obviously trivial when Br(S) is trivial.
Therefore the group BrGal(S) is trivial for any finite field S = Fq (by Wedder-
burn’s Theorem on finite division rings), as well as for any algebraic extension of
Fq. It is also trivial for any algebraically closed field or for any field of transcendence
degree one over an algebraically closed field (Tsen’s Theorem) [9]. Other examples
of commutative fields with trivial Brauer group can be found in [31] (p. 170).

2) Let F be a commutative field of characteristic different from 2 and a, b ∈ F×.

Since (
a, b

F
)o ∼= (

a, b

F
), the quaternion algebra (

a, b

F
) is an element of order at most

2 in BrGal(F ). It is exactly of order two if and only if the Hilbert symbol (a, b)F

is equal to 1, in other words if and only if (
a, b

F
) is not isomorphic to the matrix

algebra M2(F ) [30].

3) For any commutative field F of characteristic different from 2, the Brauer-Galois
group BrGal(F ) contains the quaternion group Quat(F ), that is the subgroup of
Br(F ) generated by the quaternion algebras (these lie in the 2-torsion). Under
suitable conditions on the characteristic of F (see Theorem 2.11), the Brauer-Galois
group BrGal(F ) contains the subgroup of Br(F ) generated by the n’th power norm
residue algebras (these lie in the n-torsion).

Next we shall use a deep result due to Merkurjev and Suslin in order to discuss
the relationship between the n-torsion of BrGal(F ) and the n’th power norm residue
algebras, for any n ≥ 2. Before doing that, we have to make a short digression into
K-theory.

3.4 Connection with Milnor’s K2 and the main Theorem

For any abelian group A and any integer n ≥ 2, denote by nA the n-torsion subgroup
of A, that is the part of A annihilated by the multiplication by n. Let F be a
commutative field. Following a famous result of Matsumoto [21] (16.49), the Milnor’s
K2-group K2(F ) is generated by the symbols {a, b} (with a, b ∈ F×) subject to the
relations

{ab, c} = {a, c} {b, c}, {a, bc} = {a, b} {a, c}, and {a, b} = 1 if a+ b = 1.
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Suppose that the field F is such that the multiplicative group F× has an element
ζ of finite order n and such that its characteristic charF does not divide n. Then
the assignment F×⊗ZF

× −→ Br(F ) defined by rn,F ({a, b}) = [(a, b, ζ)F ] is a Stein-
berg symbol, hence defines a homomorphism of groups Rn,F : K2(F ) −→ Br(F ).
Furthermore Rn,F annihilates nK2(F ) and takes its values in nBr(F ) (for all these
facts, see [24]). Thus there exists a homomorphism R̄n,F : K2(F )/nK2(F ) =
K2(F )⊗Z(Z/nZ) −→ nBr(F ), called the Galois symbol, which is, following a cel-
ebrated and difficult Theorem proved by Merkurjev and Suslin [23], an isomorphism
of groups (for the formulation we use, see [21]).

Theorem 3.4. Let F be a commutative field, and n ≥ 2 an integer. Suppose that the
multiplicative group F× of F has an element ζ of order n and that the characteristic
of F either is equal to zero or is positive and does not divide n. Then the Steinberg
symbol F×⊗ZF

× −→ Br(F ) factorizes through BrGal(F ), hence

nBrGal(F ) = nBr(F ).

In particular, if F is a commutative field of characteristic different from 2, then

2BrGal(F ) = 2Br(F ) = Quat(F ).

Proof. This result comes readily from Theorem 2.11, Corollary 3.3 and the Theorem
of Merkurjev-Suslin. �

The case n = 2 already follows from a theorem of Merkurjev [22], which shows that
the 2-torsion of the Brauer group is Quat(F ). This result implies in particular that

– The Brauer-Galois group BrGal(R) of the real numbers is equal to Z/2Z, since
Br(R) is equal to Z/2Z and is generated by Hamilton’s quaternions H [28]
(Example 3.8);

– The Brauer-Galois group BrGal(Q) of the rational numbers is infinite, since
Quat(Q) is infinite (see the classification of quaternion algebras via quadratic
forms [9]).

Corollary 3.5. Let F be a commutative field of characteristic zero such that, for
any n ≥ 2, the multiplicative group F× of F has an element of order n. Then

BrGal(F ) = Br(F ).

Proof. The group Br(F ) is torsion ([9], Corollary 4.15), hence as sets

Br(F ) =
⋃
n≥1

nBr(F ) =
⋃
n≥1

nBrGal(F ) = BrGal(F ).

�

Notice that the conditions that have to be satisfied by the field F do not
imply that F is algebraically closed (in which case Corollary 3.5 would be vacu-
ous, the Brauer group of an algebraically closed field being trivial). For example
take F = Qab =

⋃
n≥1

Q(µn(C)), the field obtained by adjoining all roots of unity
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to the rationals. Then F is of characteristic zero and is strictly contained in
the algebraic closure Q̄ of Q. Indeed, in the absolute Galois group Gal(Q̄/Q),
the only non-trivial torsion elements have order 2 ([19], VI, § 9, Example 1),

whereas Gal(Qab/Q) = lim←−
n

Gal
(
Q(µn(C))/Q

)
= lim←−

n

(Z/nZ)× is isomorphic to the

group Ẑ
×

of invertible elements of the Prüfer ring Ẑ = lim←−
n

(Z/nZ) =
∏

p prime

Zp; there-

fore Gal(Qab/Q) ∼=
∏

p6=2 prime

Z/(p− 1)Z× Z/2Z ([25], VI, Satz 5.1).

Question. Does there exist a commutative field – or even a ring – K such that
BrGal(K) is strictly contained in Br(K)?

This problem looks rather difficult to solve since very few is known in general
about Brauer groups. A natural candidate seems to be an infinite field K of charac-
teristic 2. Indeed, there exists then a central simple K-algebra which is not Galois

over K (namely the quaternion algebra Ha,b = [
a, b

K
) over K of counter-example

1.2). The technics involved here however do not allow to show that under suitable
conditions none of the representants of [Ha,b] ∈ Br(K) is Galois.

3.5 The category GalR(G) and base change

Denote by πgralg the functor from Gal to Gpfo×Algk defined by πgralg(G,ψ : R −→ S) =
(G,R). Introduce the fibre category, denoted by GalR(G), of πgralg over (G,R). Its
objects are the G-Galois extensions ψ : R −→ S, with R and G fixed. A morphism
from ψ : R −→ S to ψ : R −→ S ′ in GalR(G) is G-equivariant morphism of R-rings
ϕ : S −→ S ′. The full subcategories GalstrR(G), GalcentR(G), GalAzumR(G) and
GalcomR(G) of GalR(G) are defined in an obvious way.

Le Bruyn, van den Bergh and van Oystaeyen proved that if ψ : R −→ S is
a Galois extension of commutative rings for some finite group G, and if T is an
arbitrary R-algebra, then T −→ S⊗RT is also a G-Galois extension ([20], Lemma
II.5.1.13). Next we state another version of base change, assuming that the initial
Galois extension is centralizing or central and the algebra T is commutative.

Proposition 3.6. (Base change over an extension of commutative rings). Let
R be a commutative algebra and G a finite group. A morphism of commutative
algebras % : R −→ T induces two “extension of the scalars by T” functors %! :
GalcentR(G) −→ GalcentT (G) and !% : GalcentR(G) −→ GalcentT (G) (resp. %! :
GalAzumR(G) −→ GalAzumT (G) and !% : GalAzumR(G) −→ GalAzumT (G)) de-
fined by

%!(ψ : R −→ S) = (ψT : T −→ T⊗RS) and !%(ψ : R −→ S) = (Tψ : T −→ S⊗RT ),

where, for any t ∈ T ,

ψT (t) = t⊗1 and Tψ(t) = 1⊗t.

Proof. We show the proposition for instance for the left extension of the scalars by
T . The proof paraphrases the one of Theorem 3.1. The group G acts on U = T⊗RS
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by g(t⊗s) = t⊗g(s), for g ∈ G and t⊗s ∈ U. The abelian group U = T⊗RS is clearly
a left T -module. Let it also be a right T -module by the formula (t⊗s) ·t′ = tt′⊗s, for
t, t′ ∈ T and s ∈ S. Since T is commutative, U becomes symmetric as a T -module.

1) It is clear that T ∼= T⊗RR ⊆ UG. A descent argument analogue to the one
used in Theorem 3.1 shows that if u ∈ UG, then u ∈ Im(idT⊗trS/R) = T⊗RR ∼= T,

because u = (idT⊗trS/R)
(
(1⊗s0)u

)
, for any fixed s0 ∈ S which verifies trS/R(s0) = 1.

Indeed, set u =
m∑
i=1

ti⊗si. For any g ∈ G, one has u =
m∑
i=1

ti⊗g(si). So

u = (1⊗1) · u = (idT⊗trS/R)
(
(1⊗s0)u

)
= (idT⊗trS/R)

( m∑
i=1

(ti⊗s0si)
)

=
∑
g∈G

m∑
i=1

(
ti⊗g(s0)g(si)

)
=

∑
g∈G

(
1⊗g(s0)

)( m∑
i=1

ti⊗g(si)
)

=
∑
g∈G

(
1⊗g(s0)

)
u.

2) The morphism Γ : U⊗TU −→ U(G) defined by

Γ(u⊗u′) =
∑
g∈G

ug(u′)δg

is an isomorphism of left T -modules as a composition β ◦ (idT⊗ΓS) ◦ α, where

α : U⊗RU −→ T⊗RS⊗RS and β : T⊗R
(
S(G)

)
−→ U(G) are the canonical iso-

morphisms.
3) At last, T is a direct summand in U , since R is a direct summand in S and

the base change functor T⊗R− preserves direct limits, hence direct sums. �

Applications 3.7.

– Localization. Let ψ : R −→ S be a centralizing G-Galois extension and Σ be
a multiplicative subset of R. Then G acts on the localized algebra Σ−1S =
Σ−1R⊗RS of S by Σ via the formula

g(
s

u
) =

g(s)

u
,

for s ∈ S and u ∈ Σ. The localized morphism Σ−1ψ : Σ−1R −→ Σ−1S remains
a centralizing G-Galois extension. In particular, for any prime ideal ℘ ∈
Spec(R) (respectively maximal ideal m ∈ Max(R)), the morphism of local
rings ψ℘ : R℘ −→ S℘ (respectively ψm : Rm −→ Sm) is G-Galois.

– The case of commutative rings. The opposite functor πoppalg : Galcommopp −→ Affk
to the functor πalg defined on Galcomm with values in Algcomk enables us
to build over any affine k-scheme SpecR the fibre category of πalg denoted
Galcommopp

R . Every morphism of affine k-schemes f : SpecT −→ SpecR (or
equivalently, every morphism of commutative algebras θ : R −→ T ) induces
then a base change functor f ∗ = θopp! : Galcommopp

R −→ Galcommopp
T . Observe

that the collection of these data is coherent in the following sense: if f and g are
composable morphisms of affine schemes, there exists a natural transformation
φf,g : (f ◦ g)∗ ' g∗ ◦ f ∗.
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Corollary 3.8. The assignment R 7−→ BrGal(R) defines a functor BrGal from
the category Algcomk of commutative algebras to the category of groups. For each
morphism % : R −→ S in Algcomk, the map BrGal(%) is the homomorphism of groups
BrGal(R) −→ BrGal(S) induced by the extension of the scalars % : R −→ S.

Proof. Let % : R −→ S be a morphism in Algcomk. The assignment A 7−→ A⊗RS
induces a Z-homomorphism Br(%) : Br(R) −→ Br(S) ([9], Theorem 8.9). By base
change over the commutative algebra morphism R −→ S (Proposition 3.6), the
Brauer functor Br : Algcomk −→ Gp restricts to BrGal(%) : BrGal(R) −→ BrGal(S).

�

Example 3.9. Let K be a global field and Ω be a complete set of valuations of
K. For each v ∈ Ω, let Kv be the completion of K at v. The collection of group
homomorphisms BrGal(K) −→ BrGal(Kv) deduced from K −→ Kv provides a map
β : BrGal(K) −→

⊕
v∈Ω

BrGal(Kv) which is a monomorphism of groups. Indeed, the

injectivity of β immediately results from the short exact sequence

0 −→ Br(K) −→
⊕
v∈Ω

Br(Kv) −→ Q/Z −→ 0

obtained in the classical theory of Hasse-Brauer-Noether-Albert ([11], Chap. 13).

3.6 The relative Brauer-Galois group

Let % : R −→ S be a morphism of commutative algebras and let Br(%) be the
homomorphism of groups Br(R) −→ Br(S) induced by ψ. The kernel of Br(%)
is called the relative Brauer group of % and is denoted by Br(S/R). If A is an
R-Azumaya algebra such that its Brauer class [A] lies in Br(S/R), one says that
S splits A. Corollary 3.8 allows us to define the relative Brauer-Galois group of
% : R −→ S, denoted by BrGal(S/R), to be the kernel of BrGal(%); it is a subgroup
of Br(S/R).

Remarks.

1.– When R = K is a commutative field and A is a K-Azumaya algebra, A is split
by some finite commutative Galois extension of K, say L, with Galois group G =
Gal(L/K) ([28], Corollary 3.15). This strong result does not allow any conclusion
about conditions whether K −→ A should be Galois or not.

2.– If ψ : R −→ S is a finite Galois extension of commutative rings with Galois
group G = Gal(S/R) such that the Picard group Pic(S) of S is trivial, then there
is a well known cohomological characterization of the relative Brauer group ([28],
Theorem 7.12): the group Br(S/R) is isomorphic to the Galois 2-cohomology group
H2(G,S×). Hence BrGal(S/R) corresponds to a subgroup H2

Gal(G,S
×) contained in

H2(G,S×).
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